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Want to use CoReRank? Code and Data at: https://github.com/LCS2-IIITD/CoReRank-WSDM-2019

Motivation

Emerging Blackmarket Services provide shortcuts to
gaining appraisal on Online Social Networks, such as
Twitter. There are two types of blackmarket services –
Premium (paid) and Freemium (credit-based).

Our focus is on Credit-based services, whose users
are termed as Collusive Users and their overall activity
in the platform, Collusion.
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Problem Statement

How can we design an efficient system that can
simultaneously detect users (based on their un-
usual retweeting pattern) and tweets (based on the
credibility of the users who retweet them) involved
in collusive Blackmarket services?

Preliminaries

Data Collection: Used Active Probing strategy to
mine tweets and users from Credit-based services (eg.
YouLikeHits, etc.) and their 1-hop follower-followee
network on Twitter.

User Support: u supports t, given by a relation:
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wq if u quoted t
wr if u retweeted t
0 otherwise

where 0 ă wr ď wq ă 1.

Credibility of a User, Cpuq: An intrinsic trait indi-
cating how likely is a user u to support a tweet based on
their genuine agreement with the content of the tweet.
Cpuq P r0, 1s

Merit of a Tweet, M ptq: An intrinsic trait indicat-
ing the genuine organic support of users on that tweet.
M ptq P r0, 1s

The CoReRank Algorithm

•Unsupervised Approach to rank users and tweets based on their credibility and merit respectively.
•With a few ground truth labels, it can be extended to a semi-supervised formulation called CoReRank+.

Graph Construction

Figure: Support graph for GpU, T,Eq

|U | “ 10450, |T | “ 2440320, |E | “ 2962737

Properties

Axiom 1 Collusive users have very less inter-support
times compared to genuine users

Axiom 2 Among tweets with identically collusive sup-
port, a highly meritorious tweet gets higher support

Axiom 3 A collusive user demonstrates immense top-
ical diversity

(a) IST for different users (b) t-SNE for tweet embeddings

CoReRank & CoReRank+ Formulation

CoReRank incorporates network dependencies, behavioral activities (using Birdnest[1]), topical similarities,
cold start and label (for CoReRank+) to update the scores. All parameters were learnt by Parameter Sweeping.

M ptq “
γ1t ¨

ř

uPInptqCpuq ¨ Spu, tq ` γ2t ¨ πT ptq ` γ3t ¨ µT ` αT ptq

γ1t ` γ2t ` γ3t ` |Inptq|
(1)

Cpuq “
γ1u ¨

ř

tPOutpuqM ptq ¨ Spu, tq ` γ2u ¨ πU puq ` `γ3u ¨ τU puq ` γ4u ¨ µU ` αU puq

γ1u ` γ2u ` γ3u ` γ4u ` |Outpuq|
(2)

Theoretical Guarantees

Theorem 1 Theorem of Convergence: Between suc-
cessive iterations, the difference in the scores of the
users and tweets is bounded. For any user u P U ,
|C8puq ´ Ck

puq| ď
`3
4
˘k. Similarly for a tweet t P T ,

|M8
ptq ´Mk

ptq| ď
`3
4
˘k´1.

Theorem 2 Bound on Iterations: The number of it-
erations till convergence is at most 2 ` r

log
`

ε
2

˘

log
`

3
4

˘s

Time Complexity: Op|E|q or linear time complexity
in the number of edges of GpU, T,Eq

Pseudocode

Initialize Cpuq0 “ πU puq, M ptq0 “ πT ptq @u P U, @t P T

Initialize µU “

ř

uPUCpuq
0

|U | and µT “

ř

tPTMptq
0

|T |

k “ 0
while error ą ε do
k “ k ` 1
C̃k´1

puq “ normalised pCk´1
puqq

Update Mk
ptq using C̃k´1

puq via Eq. 1: @t P T
Update Ck

puq using Mk
ptq via Eq.2: @u P U ,

error =
maxpmaxuPU |Ck

puq ´ Ck´1
puq|,maxtPT |Mk

ptq ´Mk´1
ptq|q

end

Results

Metric BotoM NDSync Birdnest CoReRank
AP (Collusive) 0.212 0.218 0.221 0.817
AR (Collusive) 0.006 0.010 0.003 0.012
AP (Genuine) 0.394 0.532 0.727 0.875
AR (Genuine) 0.005 0.009 0.009 0.011

Metric SpamBot FakeAcc SCoRe CoReRank+
AUC 0.573 0.578 0.696 0.927

P (Collusive) 0.611 0.589 0.724 0.933
R (Collusive) 0.336 0.362 0.727 0.887
P (Genuine) 0.547 0.559 0.603 0.910
R (Genuine) 0.790 0.762 0.599 0.947

Table: For unsupervised - Average Precision (AP) and Average
Recall (AR)). For (semi-) supervised - ROC-AUC, Precision (P)
and Recall (R), averaged over 10-fold cross validation) methods.

(a) Feature Importance (b) Collusive tweet results

(c) Robustness Analysis (d) Scalability Analysis
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Contact Information

Have any questions on CoReRank? Feel free to reach
out to us:
•Aditya Chetan: aditya16217@iiitd.ac.in
•Brihi Joshi: brihi16142@iiitd.ac.in
•Web: http://lcs2.iiitd.edu.in/


